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The Coat of Arms of Farquhar C. Shaw’s 1st cousin William George Shaw (1861–1935)
(also known as Guillermo Jorge Shaw Moreno)

re

This coat of arms duplicates a crest used by several highland clans — Clan Mackintosh
and Clan Macpherson, in addition to the Chattan Confederation (of which Clan Shaw is a
member), but not actually that of Clan Shaw itself — with one modernization: the original
rallying cry of these clans was “Touch not the cat bot a glove.”

“Bot” in this context means “without,” and an “ungloved” cat is one whose claws are
unsheathed, so the motto is in fact a reference to the historically violent nature of the clan
and also serves as a metaphorical warning to other clans that they should think twice
before interfering with clan business.
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Florence Ann Marie Howell
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‘Tis greatly wise to talk with our past hours;
And ask them what report they bore to heaven:
And how they might have borne more welcome news.
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— Edward Young, Night Thoughts

re

For my son Harrison,
our many cousins,
and those whose acquaintance
I have yet to make.

To my best friend Pamela Baty,
without whose support,
in all its many forms,
this book would not have been possible.
iv
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Preface

The product of a dozen years research and, at minimum, one midlife crisis, this slim volume attempts to
tell the story of the ancestors and children of my great-grandparents: Farquhar Collins Shaw, whose

ancestors came from Scotland to London, and Florence Ann Marie Howell, whose parents travelled to
London, England from Staffordshire, via Lancashire.
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For each generation I have presented facts from the life of our direct ancestor along with highlights of
what is known of their siblings and, where possible, interesting facts from the lives of the children of
those siblings and the time and place in which they lived. This chronicle is far from exhaustive: further
documents and details are available from my online tree at Ancestry.com, and I would certainly
welcome inquiries from any interested parties.

The research required to present this history is by its very nature ongoing and incomplete. As such, this
document may by subject to revision as new sources and artifacts present themselves. Where facts and
particulars differ between earlier and subsequent revisions of this book, the later revision should
always be considered authoritative. However, should anything appear to be contradictory or otherwise
wildly incorrect, please bring it to my attention via email to Arun@Konanurinc.com or
AKonanur@Gmail.com
This book is available in both paper and digital editions; please email me at either of the above
addresses to obtain the most current version in either format.

Family relations are labeled as they relate to my own generation (the great-grandchildren of Farquhar
and Florence), so readers may need to add or subtract a “great” in order to bring the generations into
proper personal alignment.

re

While the responsibility for any errors or omissions is entirely mine, I would not have been able to
undertake this project without the assistance and co-operation of my Shaw Family “working group” of
cousins: Keith Brannen, Arturo Shaw Molina, and Javier Jimenez Shaw. When I mention “we” or “our"
research regarding the Shaw family, it is to this group that I refer.

Likewise, my history of the Howell Family would not have been possible without information obtained
from the research of my 2nd cousin once removed Margaret (Macculloch) Hall, whose personal ancestry
site of over 20,000 relations1 has provided me with a glimpse of just how open-ended this quest can be
— and how to succinctly distill a narrative from a plethora of sources.
1

http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~macculloch/index.htm

vi

The maps and illustrations used in this book were obtained from sources available on the internet with
the exception of the Steen and Blacket’s 1871 Map of Wolverhampton on page 54 — used to plot the
residences of the Howell and Butler Families — which was obtained directly from the Wolverhampton
Archives, whose assistance is gratefully acknowledged.
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Thanks also to my cousin Don Lovell for his artifacts and insights into the Canadian military, and to his
late mother, my Aunt Marie, for many of the photographs included herein, several of which originated
in my grandmother Doris’ collection.
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I owe a debt of gratitude to those cousins who assisted me by preparing biographical sketches of their
parents: Nancy Lee (Tomney) McKinley provided me with invaluable material on her mother Kay
Shaw; Barbara Ellen (Shaw) Rice was similarly generous in sharing memories of her father James; and
Charlotte (Shaw) Grogan shared many reminiscences of and from her father Frank.

Douglas Shaw’s descendants, including his sons Douglas and Jack, and grandchildren Mark and Chantal
Shaw, assisted me in assembling facts and photos of Doug’s life after 1935. Chantal was gracious
enough to lend me several photos inherited from her grandfather, including an image of our greatgreat-grandfather John Shaw, for which I am grateful beyond words — no pun intended.

Finally, my mother Gail (Hayes) Konanur has provided me with enough information to write a separate
book on her parents, which I have attempted to winnow down to a concise biography of my
grandparents.
It has been impossible to collate and compile this history of my grandmother Doris Shaw’s parents
without reflecting on how much I would have liked to have shared this knowledge with her, and how
very much I would have liked for her to have known my son. I suppose it remains some small
consolation that his generation and the generations that follow may now better acquaint themselves
with this branch of their ever-expanding heritage and find some deeper connection to the people,
places, and eras from which we have collectively emerged.

re

As for myself, it has been both inspirational and humbling to bring this collection of facts and stories to
fruition. In quiet moments, I have found it deeply comforting to reflect upon this ongoing connection to
times and places far removed from the concerns of the present, and it is therefore my hope that this
book may similarly promote in each reader that same sense of discovery and wonder.

London, Ontario
February 2018
vii
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Our Shaw Family Since 1800

Although the Shaw family originated in Scotland, our present understanding of those origins is murky

at best. As such, the story of our direct ancestry is essentially that of three generations in England who

arrived in London at the start of the 19th Century and left a little more than 110 years later. Because my

great-grandparents were the generation that emigrated, my closest British Shaw relatives would in
theory be 3rd cousins (descended from one of Farquhar Shaw’s siblings), or 4th cousins (descended

from one of Farquhar’s father’s siblings). In reality, no such relations are known to exist in the British

om

Isles, and so our nearest Shaw relatives living in the United Kingdom at present are in fact 5th cousins,
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the last generation of our Shaw family to be born in Scotland.

.c

descended from Farquhar Shaw’s grand-uncles. It is here that we begin our narrative, with the story of

Our Shaw ancestry in England begins around the year 1800 when three brothers, Angus (1771–1821),
John (1774–1819) and Duncan (1786–1846) Shaw emigrated from Scotland to London, England. All
three men were bakers by trade and, judging from the possessions documented in their wills and

insurance policies, we’ve surmised that the family must have been of some moderate means. It’s very

possible that the family included a sister, Mary Shaw, who married a James Stent on May 4, 1809, and

that the mother of the three brothers, who may have been named Mary Ann, accompanied or followed
her sons to London, but none of this is for certain.

While the name of the Shaw brothers’ father is unknown (we suspect it was Angus or John), the

brothers were most probably born on an estate at Farr, Strathnairn — an area of the Scottish Highlands
approximately 8 miles southwest of Inverness — and it seems probable that the family patriarch died

there prior to the family’s departure for London, as no voting or burial records for an elder Shaw have

re

been found amongst the London records we have searched.

Our speculation that Angus, John, and Duncan Shaw were brothers stems from a web of interconnected
life events: Angus was a witness at John’s wedding; John’s wife Susannah was a witness to Angus’ will;
Angus’ eldest son witnessed Susannah’s will; one of Duncan’s sons was given the name of Susannah’s
family; Angus was the leaseholder on Duncan’s bakery, and so on.

1

The timing of the Shaw brothers’ migration is significant in that the century following the 1707 union

of Scotland with England comprises an era of intellectual, industrial and economic development known
as the Scottish Enlightenment. Figures such as David Hume and Adam Smith made their mark during
this period, and this Enlightenment, in tandem with the Industrial Revolution, made Scotland into an
intellectual, commercial and industrial powerhouse — so much so that none less than Voltaire

observed “We look to Scotland for all our ideas of civilization.” Historian Neil Davidson notes “after
1746 there was an entirely new level of participation by Scots in political life, particularly outside

om

Scotland.” and went on to state: “far from being ‘peripheral’ to the British economy, Scotland lay at its
core.”2

.c

It is within this context of robust growth and outward-looking values that the generations preceding
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our three brothers prospered and ultimately provided Angus, John, and Duncan Shaw with the means
and motivation to seek their fortune in London at the turn of the 19th Century.
*

*

*

First Generation in England and Their Offspring

*

*

*

Angus Shaw (1771–1821, my Great-Great-Great-Granduncle)

The eldest brother, Angus Shaw, fathered 10 children from two marriages.
Born to Ann Brodie (1780–1810):





Ann Shaw (1804–)

John Farquhar Shaw (1806–1892)
Angus Shaw (1807–)

Charles Duncan Shaw (1808–)

Born to Sarah Manley (1786–):





Duncan Manley Shaw (1814)
Donald Shaw (1815–)

William Septimus Shaw (1816–)
George Shaw (1820–)

re



James Barron Shaw (1813–1902)



Sarah Manley Shaw

We have transcribed Angus Shaw’s 5-page will of March 20, 1821, which details a number of leased and
free-held properties in Central London, and that supports the contention that the family had some

moderate wealth. As the eldest son, Angus may have inherited a greater share of his father’s estate than
2

2

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scotland#18th_century

his siblings, and may have therefore possessed resources for investment otherwise unavailable to his
brothers John and Duncan. Angus’ will was witnessed by his sister-in-law Susannah Shaw of Charles

Street and also by a Mary Ann Shaw, also of Charles Street — which leads us to surmise that Mary Ann
may have been Angus’ mother.

Of note are two of Angus Shaw’s 10 children:

John Farquhar Shaw (1806–1892) was a noted bookseller and publisher of religious literature. His

om

father Angus signed his apprenticeship papers on the day of the elder Shaw’s death — March 21, 1821.
The papers commit John Farquhar Shaw to an apprenticeship of seven years with James Nesbit,

stationer of London, in exchange for a payment of £99.3 A newspaper article in the Inverness Courier of

.c

15 June 1842 states that John F. Shaw presented one of his publications, The Harmony of Protestant
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Confessions, to the King of Prussia when the King visited London to stand as sponsor to the Prince of
Wales.

In time, John F. Shaw’s publishing house (located on Paternoster Row near St. Paul’s) was taken over by
his son, also named John Farquhar Shaw (1839–1911). The younger John F. Shaw married Catharine

Bagster (1841–1925) on the 21st of June, 1864; she published several titles of Victorian fiction that are
now available for free through Google Books4 and the Open Library.5

Another of Angus Shaw’s sons, James Barron Shaw (1813–1902), led an interesting life: he studied
medicine in Inverness, London and Paris, becoming a member of the

Royal College of Surgeons upon his return to London in 1836. In 1842
he embarked upon a trip around the world and enlisted as a surgeon
with the British Army whilst living in Calcutta, India. He served in
China during the First Opium War and returned after the war to

practice medicine in Hong Kong, where he remained until 1849. When
he received news of the California Gold Rush, he left Hong Kong for

San Francisco, eventually settling in Santa Barbara on a sheep ranch.
Prior to settling down, however, he travelled to Mexico, Bolivia,

re

Hawaii and parts of the South Pacific. Among his acquaintances in

Santa Barbara was a young James Tunstall, who played a significant

role in the Lincoln County War. James Barron Shaw never returned to
England however, and the last of his line died in California in 1980.

Dr. James Barron Shaw

See page 20 for an image of the similar indenture papers of John F. Shaw’s cousin, John Shaw.
See: https://www.google.ca/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Catharine+Shaw%22
5 See: https://openlibrary.org/authors/OL2590821A/Catharine_Shaw
3
4

3

John Shaw (1774–1819, my Great-Great-Great-Grandfather)
The second brother, John Shaw, fathered 10 children.
Born to Susannah Jones (1781–1859):6







Susannah Maria Shaw (1805–)
Janet Shaw (1808–1809)

John Shaw (1811–1890) ← (my Great-Great-Grandfather)
Matthew Farquhar Shaw (1812–1816)
Mary Ann Shaw (1813–1885)

Barbara Ann Shaw (1814–1816)

William George Collins Shaw (1816–1834)
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Elisha Shaw (1802–)

om



Angus Shaw (1801–1805)

.c





Duncan Shaw (1819–1885)

As with his brothers Angus and Duncan, John Shaw was a baker by trade, and established his bakery at
50 Charles Street — near Westminster Abbey, and just around the corner from the Houses of

Parliament. John likely purchased the bakery in late 1799 or early 1800 from William Grant, a baker
who resided and worked at this address from 1796 onwards.7

At his point in time, bread was the main component of the ordinary person’s diet, and on average

people consumed four times the amount of bread we ingest at the beginning of the 21st Century. Baking

in and of itself was a laborious task and not without its hazards, as the average baker in Victorian times
only lived to be 42 years of age, and while the Shaw family appeared to have prospered in their

endeavors, the trade was generally considered among the less remunerative occupations of the day.8

John Shaw married Susannah Jones on June 8, 1800 at St. Margaret’s Westminster — the small church
located on the grounds of Westminster Abbey — when Susannah was 19 years of age. The couple’s
marriage registration indicates Susannah was a minor married with the consent of her father.9

While recent discoveries have provided us with specific information on Susannah’s lifespan and later years,
these same findings have cast into doubt prior assumptions as to her parentage and place of birth. Additional
research will be required to properly address these uncertainties.
7 William Grant obtained an insurance policy for his bakery at 50 Charles Street on 19 January 1799 and is
further listed in court documents of 19 June 1799 concerning a criminal case where he accused someone of
stealing a pound note from his counter. John Shaw most probably purchased his bakery prior to his marriage.
8 Victorian Bakers, an informative 3-episode documentary series produced by the BBC in 2016, may be viewed
online at: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLC4K7_RDeoOdAYS8GhtzcDZupT-vUGtHw A Christmas
episode is available at: http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x58a8yv
9 In theory, all marriages between individuals under 21 required parental permission to marry. However, this
instance is the only marriage registration I’ve encountered among our direct ancestors that specifically mentions
parental consent.

re

6

4

This 1792 map of Westminster shows the number of each street address. The street at the very top of
the map, above Fludyer
Street, is Downing
Street, where the

residence of the Prime
are located at the

extreme lower right of
the map. John Shaw

lived and worked at 50
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Charles Street (red dot)

.c

Houses of Parliament

om

Minister is located. The

from around 1800 until
his death in 1819, after
which time his widow
Susannah and their

children continued to

operate the bakery until
the summer of 1846.
Charles Street itself

appears to have been
populated with small
business storefronts

whose proprietors lived

on premises above their

shops. An 1841 directory lists a rich variety of enterprises on the street: a boot-maker, green grocer,

tailor, glass & china shop, bookseller, plumber, bonnet maker, butcher, a coffee room, and no less than
four public houses: the Northumberland Arms (at #2), the Hampshire Hog (#37), the Essex Serpent

re

(#42) and the Ship (#47).10

10

If ever I should choose to open a drinking establishment, it will be named after one of the above.

5

This drawing of the

neighbourhood from

around 186511 shows the

land on the north side of
Charles street has

Foreign Office building.

The Shaw’s bakery at 50
Charles Street is most
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probably the 5th or 6th

.c

to construction of the

om

already been razed prior

building from the left in

the illustration, indicated
by the red dot.

Westminster Abbey can
be seen at the top of the
illustration.

Records show a youth named Angus Shaw (b. 1797, no known, or perhaps a distant, relation) was

apprenticed to John Shaw at the Charles Street bakery for a period of seven years after his graduation
from the Royal Military Academy Duke of York’s Headquarters, Chelsea. Young Angus was the son of
Angus Shaw and Ann and students admitted to the RMA Chelsea were typically the sons of soldiers.

Angus completed his apprenticeship with John Shaw and was released from his indenture on August

23, 1816. Apprentices who successfully completed their training and produced a certificate to testify to
their good behaviour and industrious application to their trade received the sum of five guineas.

Beyond his voting records from the elections of 1802, 1806 and 1818, several insurance policies attest

re

to John Shaw’s continued residence at 50 Charles Street, in addition to this being the location of the
bakery itself. A separate policy was issued to cover a property at 45 Charles Street, which was

apparently leased or rented to a dyer of textiles named Veale. All but the earliest policy covering the

premises at 50 Charles Street stipulate that the bakery oven is to be heated with coals only, and each

policy makes mention of residential articles such as “household goods, printed books, weaving apparel,
From Collins’ Illustrated Guide to London and Neighbourhood, published 1873. Available online at
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/39379

11

6

and plate”12 — which would imply that the family had attained a reasonable level of middle-class

prosperity. A later policy, issued in 1823 after John Shaw’s death, was made out to his widow Susannah
and included a rider for “Pictures and prints frames and glass included therein” (£20) and “musical
instruments therein” (£40). Adjusted for inflation, £40 in 1823 would be worth upwards of £3,900

today, so it’s likely the family may have owned a harpsichord, spinet or some form of early keyboard

instrument — again, certainly an indication of some moderate means. The 1823 policy also includes the
45 Charles Street property, now rented to a carpenter, so it would appear the family of John Shaw

om

managed to prosper even in his absence.

In addition to bakery workers, John and Susannah

.c

Shaw also employed domestic servants at 50 Charles
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Street. The newspaper advertisements at right appear
to have been placed on behalf of workers, otherwise
employed by the Shaws, seeking new positions,

presumably with their employers’ blessing. The

young woman in the advertisement of April 1814 had



Morning Chronicle, November 8, 1805

lived with the Shaw family for upwards of six years.



The advertisement of August 1834, placed on behalf
of a young woman seeking employment as a



governess, is of particular interest inasmuch as it

provides insight into the type of education the Shaw
children would have received at home. This young



lady would presumably have instructed Susannah

Shaw’s youngest son Duncan, then 15, and might also

have tutored his elder brother William George Collins
Shaw, who died at the age of 17 in February of 1834.
Indeed, it’s possible the Shaw family employed this

governess for a number of years, since their surviving

re

children were born at regular intervals throughout

the 1810’s.13 The young lady in question lists music
among the subjects she is qualified to teach, which

Morning Post, July 30, 1810



Morning Post, April 1, 1814

Morning Post, May 11, 1814

Morning Post, November 14, 1816



Morning Post, August 19, 1834

makes sense given the musical instruments inventoried among the insured items of 1823.

in this case, “plate” refers to dishes, bowls, cups, and other utensils made of gold, silver, or other metal.
John (born 1811), Mary Ann (1813), William George Collins (1816) and Duncan Shaw (1819) may have each
been tutored from a young age until such time as the boys began apprenticeships around age 14, so Duncan
would have been ready to begin studies shortly before his elder brother John finished.

12
13

7

Two other newspaper items concerning John Shaw serve to raise more questions than they answer:
The first item, which ran several times in the Morning

Post between December, 1803 and July of the following
year, solicits donations for a destitute woman and her

young children, and refers possible benefactors to any
charitable activity undertaken for strangers by the

family, who most likely paid for, or shared the cost of,
the advertisements.

The second item, from the Morning Post of 15 May
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1805, is thought to have involved housing for either

.c

John Shaw. It is thought that this may have been a

om

of three administrators: a reverend, an undertaker, and

John Shaw’s mother or mother-in-law, as the item
mentions a household of three ladies, and three

unrelated gentlemen are listed as rental contacts.

John Shaw the baker died in late July of 1819 and was buried in the churchyard of St. Margaret’s
Westminster, as were his children who predeceased him. The churchyard of St. Margaret’s was

eventually seeded over and is now the expanse of grass that lies due west of the church alongside the
north face of the Abbey itself, so it’s accurate to say our great-great-great-grandfather John Shaw the
baker is buried in the shadow of Westminster Abbey.

Susannah Shaw appears in the 1841 Census of the United Kingdom, residing on Charles Street with her
sons John and Duncan, daughter Mary Ann, Mary Ann’s husband William Poole, the five Poole children,
and two bakery employees. In addition to selling baked goods to the general public and members of
Parliament, Susannah Shaw and her family would have witnessed several important events in the

period from 1800–1846, including the Coronation of Queen Victoria in 1837 and the Great Fire of 1834,

re

which destroyed both Houses of Parliament.

Susannah Shaw retired in the summer of 1846, and the operation of the bakery passed to her late

husband’s nephew, John Jones Shaw.14 The bakery remained open until early 1868, when the property
John Jones Shaw (see his biography on page 16) lived in Bethnal Green, London at the time of his daughter
Harriet’s birth in April, 1846 and Susannah Shaw’s Will (dated October, 15 1846) was made after her departure
from Charles Street, so the transfer of the bakery must have occurred between April and October of that year.
The timing of the transfer may have been related to the passing of John Jones Shaw’s father Duncan on August
26, 1846, but it is otherwise probable that John Jones Shaw sold his own bakery in Bethnal Green to facilitate the
move to Charles Street.

14

8

was razed in accordance with the India Office Site and Approaches Act of 1865. The north side of

Charles Street (known in the present day as King Charles Street) was cleared first, and is now the site of

the British Foreign Office, constructed from 1861 to 1868; the south side of Charles Street remained
empty for a number of years until the construction of the Government Offices Great George Street

(GOGGS) from 1898 to 1917. Originally used for local health and education offices, the building was

After the sale of her

Charles Street bakery,

Susannah Shaw moved to
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Palace New Road in

.c

Majesty’s Treasury has been located here since 1940.

om

also the site of Churchill’s War Room during the Second World War (a museum exists on this site). Her

Lambeth, 7/10 of a mile
away on the opposite

bank of the Thames. The
map at right, assembled
from two sheets of an

1827 survey of London,

shows Charles Street (red
dot at left)15, and Palace

New Road (the red dot at
lower right). Susannah

Shaw’s address, at no. 8

Palace New Road, would

place it at the present site
of the St. Thomas’

Hospital, south of the

Westminster Bridge and

just up the road from Lambeth Palace, the home of the Archbishop of Canterbury.16 At the time of her

re

move to Lambeth, the Houses of Parliament we know today would have been under construction and

Palace New Road would have provided a excellent view of the Palace of Westminster rising across the
Thames, especially as the embankments we customarily associate with this stretch of the river would
not be built until the late 1860’s.

15 St. Margaret’s Churchyard, where John Shaw is buried, is labelled just above Westminster Abbey (St. Peter);
St. Margaret’s Church is to the right of the churchyard. The Houses of Parliament, shown below the nearby New
Palace Yard, reflect their layout prior to their destruction by fire in 1834.
16 A hand-drawn panorama of the Thames from 1829, including Palace New Road, is available online at
http://www.panoramaofthethames.com/1829/guide/18-lambeth
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Susannah Shaw’s will of October 15, 1846 named her son John the sole executor of her estate and

instructed him to convey her wearable effects (presumably clothing and jewellery) to her daughter

Mary Ann (Shaw) Poole, and for John to liquidate the remainder of her estate and divide the proceeds

between himself and his brother Duncan. Inasmuch as no other heirs are mentioned in the document,

it’s reasonably safe to assume that neither Elisha nor Susannah Maria Shaw (children for whom we lack
Shaw.17

om

burial records) survived to maturity. Susannah’s will was witnessed by her nephew, John Farquhar

Susannah’s will also indicates that both John and Duncan continued to reside with their mother in the

months immediately following the move from Charles Street, whilst the Poole family moved to the Oval
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of a public market. Today, the stadium is known as The Oval and seats 24,500.

.c

Road in Kennington, where a cricket ground had been established just one year previously on the site
Susannah and John subsequently moved from Palace New Road to Stanhope Street in Camden Town,
(near Regents Park) where they remained almost until Susannah’s passing. Painting the interior of

their Stanhope Street residence necessitated taking a short-term rental at St. James’s Terrace (likely as
not because of Susannah’s respiratory aliments), and Susannah Shaw died on August 11, 1859 at no. 8
St. James’s Terrace — a modest row of buildings along Kentish Town Road in Camden — just one day
after moving from Stanhope Street. The cause of death was from bronchitis and old age, and her son
John Shaw and their domestic servant Dido were in attendance at the time of her passing at 5am.

Later that day, John wrote his brother Duncan, of Córdoba, Spain to inform him of their mother’s death.
From the contents of the letter we gather that Susannah Shaw was a devout woman, beloved by her

re

family, who suffered from respiratory ailments and hearing loss later in life. John Shaw wrote:18

See John Farquhar Shaw’s biography on page 3.
John Shaw’s letter required extensive restoration prior to transcription. See the original and restored first page
in Appendix F.

17
18
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My Dear Duncan,

8 St. James’s Terrace, Camden Town
11th Aug. 185919

om

My former letter to you conveying Mr. Kirkwood[‘s]20 medical opinion of our
beloved mother must have prepared you for the information of the present
communication. Our God and the God of our Sainted Mother took her to himself at
5 o’clock this morning. So peaceful has she expired that had she not have had her
face to mine I should not have known her soul was with her Redeemer. God has
been most merciful. She prayed to be not granted a long, lingering, and painful
decease, and she had been heard.
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We moved from Stanhope Street yesterday. We were compelled on account of the
painters, etc., and the house xxxx famously. Had dinner, if the little she eat could
be called such. At four o’clock a cab was fetched and accompanied by Dido she set
her foot into this house. She conversed for some little time with the land lord who
is an artist and a gentlemanly person and she appeared to us all somewhat better.

I returned from the City21 about six o’clock and seeing her tired proposed an early
supper. She took a fancy to a bun and some whiskey, milk and water22 I fed her by
sopping the bun half of which she eat — drinking about half a pint of the milk,
water and whiskey. I then left her in the bed room with the two girls who having
undressed her and raising her from the chair were frightened by her falling
forward on the bed. I raised her in my arms and with the aid of Walter23 (who
came to London last Saturday) place her in bed. I was so much alarmed that I at
once sent off for Kirkwood.

re

We waited three hours before he could call. In the mean time she rallied so much
that I persuaded Mina24, William25 and Walter to return home — Dido saying she
would wait up and in case anything should occur she would call me. Kirkwood
called first upon half-past one — Mother knew him and expressed her sorrow at
his calling but he made her believe that he merely called in account of his having
visited a friend close by. He left promising to call the next morning.

About one hour after, a change took place. I hasten[ed] down. She knew me — I
believe she did to within a few minutes of her death, and whilst I had my arm
round her, she pressed my arm and retained it in her hand some time. I stooped
down to kiss her forehead when I discovered the death damp upon it. A few —
very few — half drawn sobs and all was over. The last words I heard her say was
“God bless my dear children would that I might live to see them happy.”

The postmark on the letter, sent via the Foreign Office Service and the British Consulate, indicates Duncan
received it in Córdoba one week later, on the 18th of August 1859.
20 Alexander Kirkwood (MD, 1841) was a physician located at no. 66 Westminster Bridge Road, and so likely
would have been Susannah Shaw’s physician from her days living at Palace New Road, Lambeth.
21 John Shaw’s office at the time was on Cornhill, which was situated within the City of London proper.
22 Although an unusual mixture by our reckoning, water, milk and whiskey would have resembled the Scottish
beverage atholl brose. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atholl_brose
23 John Shaw’s nephew Walter Francis Poole (1839–1908); see page 13.
24 John Shaw’s niece Wilhelmina Suzanne Poole (1835–1899); see page 13.
25 John Shaw’s nephew William Henry James Poole (1836–1892); see page 13.
19
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I have had Marian26 here this morning. She bears it very well. Our girls have wept
bitterly. Poor Mina who was so in hopes to acquire fame and riches to repay
Mother for all her kindness takes on sadly. Dido, the dear good girl, has been
everything to me and is staying in the house.

Kirkwood has just been and says he did not expect any immediate danger last
night — but he is not at all astonished since she has been breaking up during the
last three months. He says old age with a slight attack of bronchitis was the cause.

om

Write and tell me what you wish done. Shall I destroy all your early letters so
carefully treasured up by her? The funeral Kirkwood advises shall take place next
Tuesday.27 John F. Shaw28 and the two boy[s]29 are the only ones at present I think
of asking. Where I at present xxxx xxxx must first see the undertaker.
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So sad, xxxx xxxx my dear Brother never having parted from her in life I must feel
it althemore. I bless the Almighty for his listening to her pray. If ever woman was
prepared to meet her Maker it was our darling Mother. How often of late when I
suddenly enter the room did I find her with her hands clasped — her eyes raised
in intense supplication. I do know her deafness prevented her attending public
worship and of this she mourned.

Walter desires his kindest love and say he has done everything he could. Dido
likewise wishes me to say how happy she feels at having been present at our
beloved Mother entering into the kingdom of rest. Whilst writing to you I do not
feel that utter misery I experience when looking around me. I feel I want to go
home. This house with everything strewn about seems strange to me. Had my loss
have occurred at Stanhope St. I hardly think I should have felt it so much I know
my dear Duncan. God for ever bless thee (and he will bless you). I feel assured for
your loving kindness.
John Shaw

Susannah Shaw left an estate valued around £800, which would equal upwards of £73,000 in today’s
currency. Her son John Shaw was sworn as the sole executor of her estate on August 29. Susannah

Shaw was buried August 17, 1859 in the west section of Highgate Cemetery in a family plot. In time,
Susannah’s son John and four of her grandchildren who died young would be interred here as well.

Opened in 1839, Highgate was one of seven cemeteries established in what was then suburban London

re

to address overcrowding in parish churchyards. At present, the older, west section of Highgate is open
to the public only by appointment or guided tour, as it holds an impressive collection of elaborately

carved tombs and gravestones. Susannah’s gravestone (at right) is the only marker in England known
to exist for any of our direct ancestors.

John Shaw’s sister Mary Ann Shaw (1813–1885); see page 13.
This would indicate Susannah’s funeral was held August 16th, 1859.
28 John Shaw’s cousin John Farquhar Shaw (1806–1892); see page 3.
29 It’s uncertain to whom John is referring other than perhaps Duncan’s infant sons.
26
27
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SACRED
TO THE MEMORY OF
THE BEST OF MOTHERS

MRS SUSANNAH SHAW
WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE

om

THE 11TH OF AUGUST 1859
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AGED 78 YEARS

ALSO OF

FERNANDO SHAW

WHO DIED JUNE 24 1862
AGED 3 YEARS
AND

EDWARD CHRISTMAS SHAW

WHO DIED JUNE 30 1862

re

AGED 4 YEARS 6 MONTHS

GRANDSONS OF THE ABOVE
MRS SUSANNAH SHAW

Highgate Cemetery West, Square 22, Grave 9784
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Apart from our great-great-grandfather (John Shaw, 1811–1890) it’s worthwhile to mention two of
John and Susannah Shaw’s other children:

Mary Ann Shaw (1813–1885), also known as Marian, married William James Poole (1806–1881) a

surveyor, on July 26, 1832. Their marriage was witnessed by her brother, our great-great-grandfather






Wilhelmina Suzanne Poole (1835–1899)

William Henry James Poole (1836–1892)
Duncan Alfred Poole (1838–1925)
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Mary Christiana Poole (1833–1899)

.c

William James Poole and Mary Ann Shaw had five children:

om

John Shaw. William Poole assisted Mary Ann’s brother Duncan Shaw (next page) in Spain.



Walter Francis Poole (1839–1908)

Two sons, William and Walter, lived in Andalucía with Spanish wives;

the middle son, Duncan Alfred Poole, went even further afield, settling
in New Zealand.

Their daughters, Mary and Wilhelmina, died together when fire swept
through their home at 102 St. Paul’s Road, London on December 22,

1899, at which time both were in their 60’s. The newspaper clipping at
right describes of the sisters as being of independent means, although
Wilhelmina is also listed in census records as a Professor of Music
(Singing).

Although technically first cousins, being roughly 30 years older the

Poole sisters must have seemed more like maiden aunts to Farquhar
Shaw and his siblings in their youth — the Poole brothers having

already left England by the time John Shaw the engraver started his

re

family.
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Lloyd’s Weekly Newspaper, December 31, 1899

Duncan Shaw (1819–1885), the youngest
of John Shaw the baker’s children, was

only two months old when his father died.
He is recorded as a baker at 50 Charles

Street in the Census of 1841, but became a

for a train line between Córdoba and
Belmez/Espiel. After 1846, when his

mother’s bakery passed into the hands of
his cousin John Jones Shaw, Duncan left
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England to live in Spain — and by all

.c

Spain in 1845 to make technical studies

om

Civil Engineer.30 Duncan first travelled to

accounts became something of an
important figure in Andalucía.

At first glance, it might seem strange for an
Englishman of Scottish extraction to pack
up and head to Spain, but evidence

suggests that this Duncan Shaw was not

the first of his extended family to make such a journey.

A case in point: on March 2, 1816 a Scottish newspaper, the Caledonian Mercury ran the following
obituary:

We know that this obituary is not that of Duncan Shaw the baker (1786–1846) who emigrated with his
brothers to London, and it most certainly is not that of any other Duncan in our direct Shaw line prior

re

to 1816. The closest relationship we therefore might imagine would be that the late Angus Shaw,

merchant of Inverness, might have been an Uncle to the three brothers that emigrated to London

(which would suggest that the name of the their father might likely be John rather than Angus), and

It remains a matter of debate and/or conjecture as to precisely the extent of Duncan’s formal training in this
field. Although the census of 1841 listed him as a baker, Susannah Shaw’s will of 1846 describes her son Duncan
as a Mining Agent. Experts in the history of mining have told us that many engineers of this period became so by
practice and not from study at an institution of higher learning. Duncan Shaw later become a member of
London’s Institute of Mechanical Engineers, so whatever his qualifications at the time of his arrival in Spain, he
was clearly successful in his application of that training.

30
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that the deceased Duncan of Cadiz would be a 1st cousin to the three Shaw brothers of London. In any

event, regardless of the specifics, it would appear that other Shaws from Inverness established
themselves in Andalucía before “our” Duncan Shaw arrived.31

A Spanish-language book about the era, Todos los Hombres de Isabel II, devotes over three pages to our
Duncan, and describes him as an:

.c

om

Engineer and entrepreneur. Considered to be one of the first British prospectors.
After conducting research in Sierra Morena in 1847, Shaw discovered that the old
silver mines of Guadalcanal, Seville could be drained and exploited using recent
technology — in contrast to the antiquated procedures prevalent in the region at
the time.
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In addition to founding the local gasworks, he is widely credited with introducing condensed milk to

Andalucía in response to local shortages of fresh milk, and founded a social organization, The Circle of
Friendship. An advocate for minority (Protestant) religious rights, he established the first Protestant
cemetery in the area and was made British Vice-Consul for the region.

Duncan Shaw married a Spanish woman, María Concepción Moreno González de Canales, in
Gibraltar on April 9, 1860. Six sons and daughter were born from their union:
Born to María Concepción Moreno González de Canales (1836–1890):










Edward (Eduardo) Christmas Shaw Moreno (1858–1862)
Fernando Guillermo Shaw Moreno (1859–1862)

William George (Guillermo Jorge) Shaw Moreno (1861–1935)33

Susanna Gerónima Marina Shaw Moreno (1862–aft. 1903)

Arthur Macgillavry Shaw Moreno (1864–1901)

James (Santiago) Blanchard Duncan Shaw Moreno34 (1873–aft. 1891)

re



Juan Duncan Shaw Moreno32 (1856–1857)

In fact, the Duncan Shaw of the 1816 obituary is the patriarch of a Spanish family whose descendants were
known for generations to the descendants of “our” Duncan as “cousins” — even though we have been unable to
precisely determine just how the two families are related.
32 The names of these “Spanish Shaws” and their descendants are listed according to the Spanish naming customs,
whereby an individual has two surnames: the paternal surname followed by the maternal surname (i.e. the
paternal surname of the mother). See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_naming_customs
33 The baptismal registration for William George lists the names and birthplaces of his parents and grandparents.
Although his paternal grandfather is erroneously listed as “Duncan Shaw” his birthplace is listed as Inverness,
Scotland.
34 James was born in London at the 102 St. Paul’s Road residence of the Poole family (see page 11).
31
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In his will of August 22 1861, Duncan Shaw expressed concerns about
his wife’s mental health — the state which can only have been

worsened by the death of their sons Edward Christmas Shaw and his

brother Fernando within a week of each other in St. Pancras, London,
England in June of 1862. The boys are interred in Highgate Cemetery
alongside their grandmother Susannah.

om

Duncan’s other children were educated in England35 and returned to

descendants, Arturo Shaw Molina and Javier Jimenez Shaw, contributed

materials to a Spanish language website about Duncan,36 which is how I
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first learned what became of this man, as his trail in the UK goes cold

.c

live in Spain, where their descendants are many. Two of Duncan’s

after the 1841 Census.

Duncan Shaw is known to have taken an interest in his heritage. In

1880, a volume entitled Historical Memoirs of the House and Clan of
Mackintosh and of the Clan Chattan was written by Alexander

Mackintosh Shaw and produced on a subscription basis for sponsors in
a limited edition of 300 copies, 50 of which were printed on large

format paper. Among the list of subscribers, Duncan Shaw of Córdoba,

Spain appears twice — as the only individual to have purchased both a
large and standard format copy of the book.37

In 2008, the city of Córdoba named a traffic circle the “Glorieta Duncan Shaw.”
While the surrounding neighbourhood is light industrial, the circle itself is

re

landscaped, as a park would be. You can view the roundabout on Google Earth at
37°54’07.0”N 4°46’21.3”W

The 1871 Census records Duncan’s son William (Guillermo) living with the Poole family in London.
Go to Google Translate and enter http://sites.google.com/site/duncanshawcordoba/ to access the site in
English
37 The book is available online for free at:
http://ia600400.us.archive.org/27/items/historicalmemoir00mack/historicalmemoir00mack.pdf
35
36
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Duncan Shaw (1786–1846, my Great-Great-Great-Granduncle)
The third and youngest brother to immigrate to London, Duncan Shaw was twice married. No children
were born of his November 7, 1811 marriage to Cassandra Norman (whose father Laurence was the
chief magistrate of Maidenhead, Berkshire) prior to her passing less than three years later in
September of 1814.





Duncan Harvey Shaw (1818–1839)
Thomas Angus Shaw (1819–1905)
John Jones Shaw (1821–1879)
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Ann Mackintosh Shaw (1816–1883)

.c

Born to Ann Harvey (1787–1846):

om

Eight children were born of Duncan’s second marriage, to Ann Harvey, on November 5, 1815:






Alexander Putnam Shaw (1823–1906)

Elizabeth MacDonald Shaw (1825–1839)
Susanna Manley Shaw (1828–1902)
William Tunnicliffe Shaw (1831–)

The middle names of Duncan Shaw’s children are of particular genealogical interest in that several of
the names can be traced to the family names of relatives (i.e., Harvey, Jones, and Manley), which

suggests that perhaps the middle names of the other children (Mackintosh, Putnam, MacDonald, and
Tunnicliffe) might also have a similar significance, as yet to be determined.
Although he outlived his brothers by 20 years or more,
Duncan Shaw met with decidedly mixed fortunes in

business, as a court notice of his bankruptcy from 1825

would attest. The auction notice at right enumerates many
of the household and business goods to be sold at auction
to satisfy the demands of Duncan’s creditors.38 Although

the cause of Duncan’s bankruptcy is by no means certain,

re

it’s possible he may have been caught up in the Panic of

1825 — a stock market crash that arose out of speculative
investments in Latin America, and which had its own
intriguing cast of characters.39

Morning Advertiser, 23 January 1826

A notice from the from the 30 May 1843 edition of the Morning Post indicates that the estate of Duncan’s
brother Angus Shaw was the leaseholder on this property.
39 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panic_of_1825
38
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Several of Duncan Shaw’s children lead lives of interest:

Duncan Harvey Shaw (1818–1839) joined the East India Company’s Artillery and died at age 21 in
Kurnaul (now Karnal), Haryana, India.

Thomas Angus Shaw (1819–1905) spent his professional life as a baker and later a clerk, but managed
to find time to publish a collection of poetry entitled Poetical Essays which is available for free online

via Google Books.40 The scanned volume is from the collections at Stanford University and includes a

style of sentimental Victorian poetry.

om

handwritten inscription from Marianne Shaw, one of John Jones Shaw’s children. The writing is in the

.c

John Jones Shaw (1821–1879) took over the operation of John and Susannah Shaw’s Charles Street
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bakery in the summer of 1846 and operated the bakery until Charles Street was razed to make way for
government buildings in 1868. (And yes, it seems only fitting that the nephew who took over the

Bakery of John Shaw and Susannah Jones would be named John Jones Shaw.) John Jones Shaw and

family would have been in residence when Big Ben was topped off in 1859 and likewise would have
endured the cholera epidemics that struck London earlier in the 1850’s.

Newspaper clippings from the period document a few of the comings and goings at John Jones Shaw’s
bakery: he advertised on behalf of an unknown young man seeking a librarian or junior assistant

position in February of 1852, and was called to provide testimony at the Middlesex Criminal Courts on
February 1, 1853 in the case of a local servant who defrauded him and two other merchants of bread,
steaks and stout. The 22-year-old offender was sentenced to four months hard labour for her efforts.

John Jones Shaw’s will bequeathed to his son William Shaw a picture (presumably a painting) of John

Jones’ father Duncan Shaw (1786–1846) and a “mourning ring in memory of Mrs. Stent” which leads us
to believe that the Stents were a close family relation (as mourning rings were generally only given to
family members) — thereby supporting the speculation that the (previously mentioned) Mary Shaw

who married James Stent would have been a sister of the three Shaw Brothers. We have yet to discover
the painting of Duncan Shaw among any of the living heirs to John Jones Shaw, but it is our policy to

re

delicately enquire of such whenever we encounter new cousins from this line!

Although no images of John Jones Shaw exist, the photograph on page 19, taken at the 1896 wedding of
John Jones Shaw’s grandson Alfred Jordan (1870–1926), includes John Jones Shaw’s widow Ann

Isabella Whiting (1821–1906) in the front row at right. The photo beautifully captures much of the
40

https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=6lMCAAAAQAAJ
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formality and grace that we associate with the Victorian era and also includes two of John Jones Shaw’s
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om

children: Marianne Shaw (second row, second from left) and William Angus Shaw (behind the Groom).

June 27, 1896, London, England: the wedding of Alfred Jordan and Jane Mary Ann Hoffman

Alfred Jordan (my 3rd cousin twice removed) was a world champion draughts (checkers) player and it
just so happens that his great-grandson Keith Brannen (my 5th cousin once removed) lives in London,

re

Ontario. He and I were completely unaware that two distant branches of the Shaw line had settled in

the same Ontario town until we were brought together by our mutual interest in this line of research.

Lastly, Duncan Shaw’s son Alexander Putnam Shaw (1823–1906) served over 20 years in the British
Military, much of his service in Burma and Madras, India. He was awarded the Freedom of the City of
London by the Mayor and Aldermen on May 13, 1890.41

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_of_the_City#Freedom_of_the_City_of_London for more
information on this honor.

41
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*

*

*

Second Generation in England and Their Offspring

*

*

*

John Shaw (1811–1890, my Great-Great-Grandfather)
John Shaw was born February 15, 1811 and baptised on March 20 of that year at St. Margaret’s

Westminster, the same church where his parents had wed eleven years prior. The fifth child born to

John and Susannah Shaw, at age eight he may nonetheless have been their eldest surviving child when
bakery as a youth before beginning his apprenticeship.42

om

his father John died in 1819. As such, it’s safe to assume he assisted his mother at the Charles Street

John Shaw trained as an engraver, apprenticing himself at age 14 to Master Engraver Joseph Morris for

.c

seven years. Joseph Morris & Co. were “bookbinders, tool cutters, engravers, printers, & brass rule
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manufacturers” with offices at 35 Ludgate Street, London — just to the west of St. Paul’s Cathedral. The

terms of John Shaw’s indenture, standard for the time, provided his Master with powers comparable to
what the military might exercise over new recruits: “he shall not commit Fornication, nor contract
Matrimony… not play at Cards, Dice, Tables, or any other unlawful Games… with his own good or

others he shall neither buy nor sell. He shall not haunt Taverns or Playhouses.” A fee of £99 was paid to

re

Joseph Morris — presumably by John’s mother, Susannah Shaw.

John Shaw’s papers indenturing him to Master Engraver Joseph Morris for 7 years as of October 13, 1825

In a manner similar to his siblings, John was very likely educated in art, languages and music by a private tutor
at his home on Charles Street. See page 7 for a newspaper advertisement placed by the Shaws’ governess.

42
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John Shaw completed his apprenticeship in October of 1832 and began his own engraving practice

before year’s end. We have some idea as to where John Shaw conducted business owing to postal and
trade directories of the day and from two copper engraving plates used to make his business cards,

.c

Business Address
50 Charles Street, Westminster
78 Cornhill, City of London
St. Michael’s Chambers, St. Michael’s Alley
45 Cornhill
St. Michael’s Chambers, St. Michael’s Alley
Third Floor, 42 Cornhill
39 Cornhill (renting space from Mann Nephews, publishers)
Third Floor, 37 Bishopsgate Street Within
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Year
1835 – 1840:
1843 – 1848:
1851 – 1852:
1852 – 1855:
1859 – 1867:
1870 – 1876:
1876 – 1877:
1877 – 1890:

om

which have been passed down through his descendants for the last 125 years:

The earliest citations we have found suggest that John worked out of the Shaw family residence at 50
Charles Street, Westminster until 1840, prior to establishing an office on Cornhill. This runs contrary

to the claim made on his business

card, which represents his practice as
“established on Cornhill, 1832.”

Cornhill was — and remains — a

busy commercial thoroughfare that

runs for 1/3 of a kilometre east-west,
parallel to the Thames. At the

western end of the street is Bank

Junction, a crossroads that includes
the Bank of England, the Royal

Exchange, and Mansion House —

re

home to the Lord Mayor of London.

The eastern end of the street is home
to two of the City churches designed

by Sir Christopher Wren: St. Michael,
Cornhill, on the site of the Roman
forum of Londinium, and St Peter

upon Cornhill, reputed to occupy the
oldest Christianised site in London.

22

Cornhill, 1830, looking east from Bank Junction:
The Royal Exchange (second version) is the tower on the left,
St. Peter upon Cornhill is the distant spire, and
St. Michael’s Cornhill is the Church in the centre of the illustration.
The buildings in the left and right foreground have since been removed.

Much of the southern side of Cornhill, between the Royal Exchange and St. Michael’s, was destroyed by
fire in 1748, and the Exchange itself, previously destroyed in the Great Fire of 1666, burned once more
in January of 1838, so the Royal Exchange we see today is the third such structure on this site. The

street is numbered consecutively, rather than the odd-even separation we have become accustomed to,
with Nos. 1 through 60 running on the southern side of the street, and Nos. 61 to 98 running in reverse
order on the northern side, such that lowest and highest numbered addresses are across the street

John Shaw occupied offices at 78 Cornhill from 1843 to 1848, prior to
relocating across the street to St. Michael’s Chambers, in St. Michael’s
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Alley, in 1851. It’s not known precisely which address in St. Michael’s Alley

.c

Cratchit slides down Cornhill twenty times in honour of it being Christmas Eve.

om

from one another at the western end. On a literary note, in Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol, Bob

corresponded to St. Michael’s Chambers, but they are very likely the offices
in the building that directly abuts both the church and the alley.

John Shaw’s apprenticeship papers listed his Master, Joseph Morris, as a

“pattenmaker”43 and so in due time John himself was likewise admitted to
the Freedom of the Worshipful Company of Pattenmakers. Admission to
the Company was open to anyone who had attained 21 years of age, had
served their apprenticeship under a member, and who had never been

adjudged bankrupt or been convicted of a criminal offence. John would
have been eligible for admission in 1832, but for some reason did not

apply, or was not otherwise admitted, until April of 1853. Perhaps John
Shaw only applied to take up the Freedom of the Company when he

78 Cornhill, in 1844

personally took on apprentices, but we will likely never know for certain. The minutes of the Company
of Pattenmakers do not record any apprentices assigned to John Shaw, but the 1881 Census describes

re

him as a “General Engraver Artisan employing one apprentice.”

Pattens were under-shoes, designed to be worn outdoors in order to lift the wearers and their shoes (and
ladies’ dresses) above the mud and grime of early streets. They became obsolete as overshoes and paved streets
became commonplace. Founded in 1379, the Worshipful Company of Pattenmakers sustained its membership by
accepting members of other trades, particularly those involved with the footwear industry. It would appear that
engravers were among the trades that fell under the auspices of the Company.

43
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John Shaw occupied an office at 45 Cornhill
from 1852 to 1855 before returning to St.

Michael’s Chambers from (at minimum) 1859
to 1867. From 1870 to 1876 his office was

located across the alley, on the third floor of 42
Nephews Company. The uppermost engraving
plate on page 24 is from this time, and clearly

indicates the engraver’s shop has moved from
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42 Cornhill to the publisher’s offices.

.c

Cornhill from publisher George Mann of Mann

om

Cornhill, after which time he leased space at 39

From left:
St. Michael’s Church, St. Michael’s Alley, and
42 Cornhill in 1974. The entrance to 39 Cornhill is
below the rightmost triangular pediment.

re

Below:
An 1844 elevation showing Nos. 39 through 45
Cornhill. No. 43 has since been removed to facilitate
access to St. Michael’s Church.
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.c

John Shaw: 1876 copperplate business card (reversed)

John Shaw: later copperplate business card (after 1877)

John Shaw holding John Duncan Shaw, ca. 1868

re

A letter seal

← carved in ivory →
by John Shaw
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John Shaw relocated his office one final time,
moving to the third floor of 37 Bishopsgate

Street Within44 sometime in 1877. The later

business card on page 24 comes from this

period, and suggests the 39 Cornhill address
Cornhill. The firm’s absence from the 1892
directories indicates that John Shaw’s

business operations ceased upon his death.
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37 Bishopsgate was in the building next door

.c

mention of the shop’s prior address at 42

om

was indeed temporary, as the card makes

to the street leading to Great St. Helen’s

Church. An 1887 insurance survey of the

area describes the building at 37 Bishopsgate
as “open first floor, wood staircase, brick and

timber, very dilapidated.” The upper floors of
the 4½-storey building projected over the
street leading to Great St. Helen’s45, which
was given the same name as the church.

Great St. Helen’s (1886)

The 1841 Census of the United Kingdom recorded John Shaw as an engraver, living with his mother
Susannah, assorted family members, and two bakery employees at 50 Charles Street, Westminster.

John resided with his mother after the sale of the bakery: first on Palace New Road in Lambeth, and

subsequently at Stanhope Street in Camden Town, near Regents Park. He moved with her one final time
to a flat at no. 8 St. James’s Terrace, one day before Susannah Shaw’s death in August of 1859.46

The years spent living with his mother may explain why John did not marry until age 53, when he wed

re

Catharine Mardell, age 24, in a civil ceremony on October 13, 1864 in Clerkenwell, London. Catharine

appears to have come from a more modest background than John, and as such details of her history are
incomplete at best.

Bishopsgate Street originally passed through the London Wall, and so was partitioned according to whether the
section of road lay within or beyond (without) the old city limits. Last repaired by the City of London in 1731, the
Bishop’s Gate was demolished in 1760. A stone Bishop's mitre on the wall of a building near Wormwood Street
marks the site.
45 The modern building which stands at the same site today exhibits the same cantilevered design, perhaps an
homage to the building it replaced.
46 See John Shaw’s letter to his brother Duncan at the time of their mother’s death on pages 10–12.
44
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From what documents we are able to find: in

1851, the census shows Catharine, age 11, the

eldest of four children living with her widowed

mother (Sarah Mardell) and her aunt Ann Clark.
Street in the Marylebone area of London. Unlike
other residents of the street, it does not appear

that the Mardell children were enrolled in school.
A public record from a few years prior shows
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Catherine’s younger brother, Edmund, aged 6, was

.c

(seamstress) and the family resided on Clipstone

om

Sarah’s trade was that of a needlewoman

released from a workhouse, so it’s likely the family
was destitute at some point.

On her marriage license Catherine listed her

father as Edmund Mardell, a courier, deceased,
which would suggest that he died sometime

around or after the birth of Catherine’s youngest
sibling in the summer of 1847. However, years

later in 1860 a new child was added to the family,

and he was also given the Mardell surname, so it’s

Catherine Mardell Shaw

an open question as to what was actually the case. However, since Catharine was the eldest child, it

seems likely that she would have come by the Mardell surname from her father, even if her siblings

acquired the name for convenience. Prior to her marriage, Catherine is listed in the 1861 UK Census as
a house-servant in St. Pancras, a neighbourhood of Marylebone; her marriage license lists no
occupation.

The 1871 census lists John Shaw the engraver as “deaf.” This may be an error, although we do know

re

John’s mother Susannah suffered from hearing loss later in life. Nevertheless, he appears to have

prospered in his trade,47 employing apprentices at his office and residing in reasonably desirable
middle-class neighbourhoods in Clerkenwell, Kentish Town, St. Pancras, and Islington:

John Shaw won, at minimum, two competitive medals for his engraving work. Don Lovell recalls his
grandmother Doris had them, but they were inadvertently discarded among the surplus contents of her house
because at the time of Doris’ passing no one in London, Ontario was aware of their significance. We suspect these
may have been from the 1885 Exposition Universelle d'Anvers held in Antwerp.

47
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Address in London, England
8 Judd Street, St Pancras48
16 Great Percy Street, Clerkenwell
13 Clarence Road (now Clarence Way), Kentish Town
12 Healey Street, St Pancras
2 College Place, Islington
15 Brooksby Street, Islington
25 Rodney Residences, Pentonville

om

Year
1861:
1864 – 1867:
1868:
1871 – 1873:
1874:
1876:
1880 – 1890:

John Shaw’s final address was 25 Rodney Residences in the Pentonville district of Clerkenwell. The

.c

family were very likely the first tenants of this unit, as records show the Shaws at this address in 1880
and the Rodney Residences were constructed in 1878–79. Upscale for the neighbourhood, the
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apartments of the Rodney Residences included washrooms, whereas timber washhouses were
provided on the roof of neighbouring buildings.49

In addition to income from his engraving business, John Shaw’s wealth was very likely supplemented
by a bequest from his brother Duncan, who died in Córdoba, Spain in 1885. Duncan’s investments in
England included property in Newbury, Berkshire and these holdings are mentioned in John Shaw’s
will of June 1890, composed less than a month before his death on July 2 from amoebic dysentery:

re

This is the last Will and Testament
of me John Shaw made this 4th day
of June 1890. I being of sound mind
though in health poorly do give to
my dearly beloved wife Catherine
Shaw all the money lying in my
name at the Post Office Bank
likewise all money due from the
Newbury Hotel also my life
assurance money due at my death
for her sole use and benefit I give
also to her the whole of the house
furniture books pictures etc. for her
entire use and benefit. The property at Newbury Berks(hire) being left them each will take a third and I beg of them
on no account to dispose of the same Praying for their happiness and prosperity I only regret I have not something
more substantial to give them.
John Shaw

John Shaw was an unmarried lodger, renting from William Weeden in the 1861 Census.
Washrooms, in this sense, imply a room with a bathtub or shower facility for personal washing, distinct from a
W.C., or toilet, which remained a luxury until well after 1900. It’s uncertain whether toilets were installed in the
Rodney Residences, but it’s certainly possible, given they were newly built in 1879.

48
49
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It is probable that “each will take a third” means the property was to be divided among Catherine and
the couple’s two sons: John Duncan Shaw and Farquhar Collins Shaw or, less likely, the two sons and
Florence Ada Shaw, the couple’s surviving daughter, then 13 years of age.

John Shaw was buried at Highgate Cemetery in the same plot as his mother Susannah on July 5th, 1890.

Catherine Shaw was granted administrative rights to her husband’s estate in probate court on February
a time, she was independently wealthy.

om

7, 1891 and was listed in the 1891 UK Census as “living on own means” — which would suggest that for
At present, little more is known about Catherine: how long she lived after John Shaw’s death, whether

.c

she remarried, and where she lived all remain mysteries. The photograph of Catherine on page 20 is
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from a picture postcard given to her son Farquhar, and signed on the back “From your loving mother.”
As the card does not appear to have been addressed or mailed, we might assume that the photo was
taken before Farquhar left the UK in 1913, and after John Shaw’s passing in 1890. Other documents
suggest Catherine might have passed sometime around 1899, but the evidence is circumstantial at
best.50

John Shaw fathered 5 children:

Born to Catharine Mardell (1839–?):







John Duncan Shaw (1865–1960)

Catherine Susannah Diamond Shaw (1866–1880)

Farquhar Collins Shaw (1868–1945) ← (my Great-Grandfather)
Maud Marion Shaw (1874–1884)
Florence Ada Shaw (1876–?)

Catherine Susannah Diamond Shaw died, aged 13 years, at home at 25 Rodney Residences after

suffering from Scarlet Fever (what we might otherwise think of as untreated strep throat) for four days.
Her younger sister, Maud Marion Shaw died, age 9, at the Royal Free Hospital of “tubercular

meningitis asphyxia.” Both girls were interred alongside their grandmother Susannah in the Shaw

re

family plot in the west section of Highgate Cemetery.

The youngest sister, Florence Ada Shaw, married John Edward Sims, a silversmith, on December 23,
1894. At present, little is known what became of her after marriage.

Farquhar C. Shaw listed his occupation as “Gentleman” at the time of his eldest child’s baptism in September of
1899, which suggests he may have come into some sort of inheritance at the time — perhaps from his mother.
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